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Abstract: This paper is survey on the development of soft computing applications in various domains. Specifically, it briefly reviews  main 

approaches of soft computing (in the wide sense)  , the more recent development of soft computing, and  finalise  by presenting a  panoramic 

view of applications: from the most abstract to the most practical ones. Within this context, fuzzy logic (FL), genetic algorithms (GA) and 

artificial neural networks (ANN), as well as their fusion are reviewed in order to examine the capability of soft computing methods and 

techniques to effectively address various hard-to-solve design tasks and issues. This paper presents applications of using different Soft 

Computation methods in both industrial, biological processes, in engineering design, in investment and financial Trading. It analyses the 

literature according to the style of soft computing used, the investment discipline used, the successes demonstrated, and the applicability of the 

research to real world trading. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Soft computing is kind of imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, 

and approximation. In effect, the soft computing is inspired by human 

brain. The principle of soft computing is: Exploit the tolerance for 

imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation to achieve 

tractability, robustness and low solution cost and solves the 

fundamental problem associated with the current technological 

development, the lack of the required intelligence of the recent 

information technology that enables human brain functionality. The 

basic ideas underlying soft computing in its current incarnation have 

links to many earlier influences. 

The inclusion of neural computing and genetic computing in soft 

computing came at a later point. At this juncture, the principal 

constituents of Soft Computing [1] (SC) are: Fuzzy Systems (FS), 

including Fuzzy Logic (FL); Evolutionary Computation (EC), 

including Genetic Algorithms (GA); Neural Networks (NN), 

including Neural Computing (NC); Machine Learning (ML); 

Probabilistic Reasoning (PR). 

Fuzzy theory plays an important role in soft computing and this 

stems from the fact that human reasoning is not crisp and admits 

degrees. What is important to note is that soft computing is not 

mishmash. Rather, it is a partnership in which each of the partners 

contributes a distinct methodology for addressing problems in its 

domain. In this perspective, the principal constituent methodologies 

in SC are complementary rather than competitive. Furthermore, soft 

computing may be viewed as a foundation component for the 

emerging field of conceptual intelligence. 

II. APPLICATIONS OF SOFT COMPUTING 

Activities in soft computing have increased since the field started. 

They do not only focus on theoretical descriptions, but also provide a 

collection of real-world problems and techniques that are used to 

solve them. Industry has benefited from adopting these techniques to 

address a variety of problems that can be seen also by the diverse 

range of products developed .The applications range from the purely 

theoretical ones, those which develop new lines in abstract 

mathematics or logic, passing across the areas of multimedia, 

reference modelling, information retrieval, hybrid intelligent systems, 

image processing, etc., to practical applications domains such as 

robotics and manufacturing, actuarial science, nuclear ,medical, 

industrial , biological processes , in engineering design , in  

investment and financial trading.[17,22] 

A. Pure and Applied Mathematics 

Many of the soft computing techniques originated from purely 

mathematical concept. The basic mathematical formalisms of fuzzy 

logic and soft computing have triggered a renewed interest in some 

old theories, such as that of resituated lattices or the theory of t-norms 

and copulas, and have initiated a complete redesign of well-

established areas such as the theory of differential equations (with the 

addition of fuzziness), topology (including similarity spaces, 

tolerance spaces, approximation spaces), development and algebraic 

study of new logical systems for dealing with vagueness, imprecision 

and uncertainty.[8] 

B. Fuzzy and Similarity Based Reasoning  

Existing tools for knowledge representation and reasoning, such 

as Prolog-based implementations, are being extended to the 

framework of fuzzy logic or, even, lattice-valued logics. In this sense, 

we can cite the works. Some other approaches also include the 

adaptation of enhancements and specific optimization methods, such 

as the tabulation (or tabling) methods for logic programming.[7,11] 

C. Case Based Reasoning 

This model of reasoning incorporates problem solving, 

understanding and learning, and integrates all of them with memory 

processes. It involves adopting old solutions to meet new demands, 

using old cases to explain new situations or to justify new solutions, 

and reasoning from precedents to interpret a new situation. Recent 

research is demonstrating the role of soft computing tools, both 

individually and in combination, for performing different tasks of 

case based reasoning with real life applications.[5] 
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D. Multimedia Processing 

Due to their strong learning and cognitive ability, soft computing 

techniques have found applications in multimedia processing and, 

nowadays, there is a wide range of research areas of soft computing 

in multimedia processing including video sequence, color 

quantization, image retrieval, meeting video, and document image 

analysis, image segmentation and biometric application. The 

increased possibilities to capture and analyze images have contributed 

to create the new scientific field of image processing that has 

numerous commercial, scientific, industrial and military applications. 

[24] 

E. Preference Modelling and Decision Making 

Although standard approaches to decision-making problems 

assumed by default that all the information is expressed in the same 

preference representation format, in real practice this is hardly 

possible. As a result, new fuzzy approaches to integrating different 

preference representation formats in decision-making are of  great 

importance. Moreover, missing information poses additional 

difficulties that have to be addressed when dealing with real decision-

making problems, which leads to topics that are naturally included 

within the boundaries of fuzzy logic and soft computing. In this 

respect, theoretical studies on areas such as extensions of fuzzy  sets 

(type-2 fuzzy sets, L-fuzzy sets, interval-valued fuzzy sets, fuzzy 

rough sets)  or aggregation operators (fuzzy measures, linguistic 

aggregators, inter-valued aggregators) are specially useful. Some 

specific application domains of preferences modelling are: data-base 

theory, classification and data mining, information retrieval, non-

monotonic reasoning, recommendation systems.[34] 

Knowledge engineering applications, with the advent of artificial 

intelligence, the emphasis on knowledge engineering moved from 

social and philosophical concepts to the problem of knowledge 

representation in computers. The inherent synergy of the different 

methods of soft computing allows to incorporate human knowledge 

effectively, deal with imprecision and uncertainty, and learn to adapt 

to unknown or changing environments for better performance. One 

can see applications to several areas related to management of 

knowledge, such as knowledge representation, knowledge 

acquisition, knowledge-based inference, modelling and developing 

knowledge-based systems, knowledge integration, and knowledge 

discovery. 

F.  Ontologies and Semantic Web 

When analyzing information on the web one has to note the 

difference between information produced primarily for human 

consumption and that produced mainly or machines; on the other 

hand, one has to keep track of information uncertainty. The 

increasing interest in ontology-based, standard representations of 

belief-based, possibility and probabilistic information, as well as 

other types of uncertainty, is bringing soft computing techniques for 

uncertainty representation and processing to the forefront of semantic 

web research. In the last few years, a number of seminal workshops 

and seminars have spread the interest for these issues within both the 

Semantic Web and the fuzzy logic or soft computing communities. 

Fuzzy logic has been used to bridge the gap among intuitive 

knowledge and machine-readable knowledge systems. Much research 

is also being done on techniques for extracting incomplete, partial or 

uncertain knowledge, as well as on handling uncertainty when 

representing extracted information using ontologies, e.g. to achieve 

semantic interoperability among heterogeneous systems. Semantic 

Web demands the management of large amounts of fuzzy data and 

the extraction of fuzzy information. Therefore, automatic tools for 

reasoning about fuzzy dependencies are necessary, in this line we can 

cite.[40] 

G. Business and Economics 

Soft computing methods can be used in an uncertain economic 

decision environment to deal with the vagueness of human thought 

and the difficulties in estimating inputs.  There is a plethora of 

applications of soft computing in business and economics,  which 

range from marketing (analysis of customer's purchasing attitudes, 

fraud detection,  service quality), to finance (stock market predicting 

schemes, portfolio selection, risk  management, loan assessment 

systems), electronic business (e-commerce decisions,  

personalization, risk analysis in e-commerce). 

 

H. Medical Engineering  

Successful diagnoses and surgical outcomes depend on the 

experience and skill of examiners with it the risk of failure. Teaching 

these feelings to beginners is a very difficult task, because the skill of 

diagnose the feelings is based on subjective evaluation. Thus, the 

Medical industry requires new engineering technologies, such as soft 

computing techniques, to assess information objectively. While recent 

developments in Medical engineering have been achieved by state-of-

the-art of intelligent computing techniques, including computer-aided 

diagnosis, computer-aided radiography, computer-assisted surgery, 

developments in soft computing, including Information processing, 

signal/image processing, and data mining seems to be Specially 

promising in this field. 

I. Information Retrieval 

Information retrieval aims at defining systems able to provide a 

fast and effective content-based access to a large amount of stored 

information. Currently, soft computing techniques are being used to 

model subjectivity and partiality in order to provide a adaptative 

environment of information retrieval, one which learns the user's 

concept of relevance. The modelling is performed by the knowledge 

representation components of SC such as fuzzy logic, probabilistic 

reasoning, and rough sets. This way, the application of soft 

computing techniques can be of help to obtain greater exibility in IR 

systems 

J. Fuzzy Control Applications 

The first application of fuzzy logic to control systems was the 

design of a fuzzy algorithm for regulating a steam engine by given 

Mamdani and Assilian. After this starting point, the research and 

applications of fuzzy control progressed rapidly. Hard computing 

methodologies are not useful for the construction of the robot control 

systems of acceptable cost; it is the use of soft computing techniques 

what allows to overcome the problem of complexity of control 

systems and, in addition, provides them with abilities of tolerance for 

imprecise data, and high efficiency and performance.[31] 

K. Robotics 

This field has a number of subareas which can profit from soft 

computing techniques. For instance, the drive control of a robot is 

often performed by a neuro-fuzzy system that generates action 

commands to the motors, the input of this systems comes from the 

surrounding information, in terms of data obtained by the vision 

subsystem and the goal identifying device. Then, fuzzy inference 

mechanisms are usually provided by neural networks. Moreover, the 

systems are taught how to behave by means of adjusting its 

knowledge base by a neural network learning technique. 

L. Investment and Finance Trading 

The arena of investment trading is one such field where there is 

an abundance of noisy data. It is in this area that traditional 

computing typically gives way to soft computing, as the rigid 

conditions applied by traditional computing cannot be met. This is 

particularly evident where the same sets of input conditions may 

appear to invoke different outcomes, or there is an abundance of 
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missing or poor quality data. There are a number of approaches 

within the literatures which deal with applying soft computing 

techniques to investment and trading. Although there appears to be no 

formal segmentation of these different approaches, this paper 

classifies the literature into the topics proposed by Tan, and augments 

these classifications with one more category, namely, Hybrid. These 

categories of soft computing,[43] then, are: 

1. Time Series – forecasting future data points using historical data 

sets. Research reviewed in this area generally attempts to predict 

the future values of some time series. Possible time series 

include: Base time series data (e.g. Closing Prices), or time 

series derived from base data, (e.g. Indicators - frequently used 

in technical Analysis). 

2. Pattern Recognition and Classification – attempts to classify 

observations into categories, generally by learning patterns in the 
data. Research reviewed in this area involved the detection of 

patterns, and segregation of base data into ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ 

categories. 

3. Optimization – involves solving problems where patterns in the 

data are not known, often non-polynomial (NP)-complete 

problems. Research reviewed in this area covered the optimal 

selection of parameters, and determining the optimal point at 

which to enter transactions. 

4. Hybrid – this category was used to distinguish research which 

attempted to exploit the synergy effect by combining more than 

one of the above styles. 

There is a wide acceptance of the benefit of the synergy effect, 

whereby the whole is seen as being greater than the sum of the 

individual parts. 

M. Aerospace Applications 

In the early 1990s, Werbos developed on linear optimal neuro 

control (adaptive critics). It has been applied to aerospace and aircraft 

control system. Soft computing (neuro, fuzzy, and             

evolutionary computing) is used for aerospace systems because of the 

high degrees, of nonlinearity uncertainty, and complexity of           

these problems and because of the involvement of human being.[48] 

Berenji proposed the application of soft computing to NASA 

space projects such as the orbital operations of the space shuttle, 

including attitude control and rendezvous docking operations.[48] 

Alvarez et al. used fuzzy approaches for continuous driving of long-

range autonomous planetary micro-rovers, which required 

maximization of the range and number of interesting scientific sites 

visited during a limited lifetime. They used a complete set of 

techniques including fuzzy-based control, real-time reasoning, and 

fast and robust rover position estimation based on odometry, angular 

rate sensing, and efficient stereo vision.[48] 

N. Communications System 

Since communication systems involve human beings, soft 

computing can be effectively applied to such systems. Soft computing 

enables solutions to be obtained for problems that have not been able 

to be solved satisfactorily by hard computing methods. 

   Chaos computing is effectively used for modulation and 
synchronization of spread sequences in digital communication 

systems. Neuro-fuzzy approaches are utilized for equalizers and data 

compression. Network topologies are determined using evolutionary 

computation. Soft computing is also expected to play an important 

role in the development of wireless communication systems. 

O. Chemical Industries  

Different kinds of neural networks and showed that a multilayer 

perceptron, a radial basis function neural network, and Kohonen 

feature maps have been innovatively applied to static and dynamic 

fault diagnosis and to the control of industrial processes, and have 

been very profitable for the process industry.[39] 

Their is two-stage neural network as the basic structure of a fault 

detection system. The first stage of the network detected the dynamic 

trend of each measurement, and the second stage diagnosed the fault. 

Their system was experimentally applied to fault detection and 

diagnosis of a well-stirred tank reactor and it showed satisfactory 

performance.[32] 

Some expert developed a fuzzy optimization control system for a 

fluidized catalytic cracking unit (FCCU) in an oil refinery to optimize 

the cracking product distribution under a variable production 

environment. First, an adaptive fuzzy relational model with self-

learning and prediction control that could interact with a skilled 

human operator was devised. Then, the structure of fuzzy reasoning 

was constructed as a total fuzzy expert system. It was successfully 

tested in a large-scale FCCU and the results showed significant 

benefits through fuzzy optimization control.[50] 

P. Paper Industries 

Some expert developed a model for a paper forming process 

using a neural network. The new model yielded data corresponding to 

data obtainable along arbitrary scanning lines in planar stochastic 

fibrous structures, providing profiles, variances, histograms of local 
area density,  and histograms of local free-fiber lengths. These results 

are very similar to the experimental data from commercial paper 

samples obtained from radiographic or optical transmission images 

subjected to image analysis.[49] 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have given the information of soft computing 

application domain . Through this paper expert can choose 

their work for particular domain. This paper will helpful for 

the people who wants to contribute for this work field. 
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